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How teachers view the nature of scientific knowledge is crucial to their understanding of
science content and how it can be taught. This book presents an overview of the dynamics of
scientific progress and its relationship to the history and philosophy of science, and then
explores their methodological and educational implications and develops innovative strategies
based on actual classroom practice for teaching topics such the nature of science, conceptual
change, constructivism, qualitative-quantitative research, and the role of controversies,
presuppositions, speculations, hypotheses, and predictions. Field-tested in science education
courses, this book is designed to involve readers in critically thinking about the history and
philosophy of science and to engage science educators in learning how to progressively
introduce various aspects of ‘science-in-the-making’ in their classrooms, to promote
discussions highlighting controversial historical episodes included in the science curriculum,
and to expose their students to the controversies and encourage them to support, defend or
critique the different interpretations. Innovating Science Teacher Education offers guidelines to
go beyond traditional textbooks, curricula, and teaching methods and innovate with respect to
science teacher education and classroom teaching.
Explains the fundamental concepts of Newtonian mechanics, special relativity, waves, fluids,
thermodynamics, and statistical mechanics. Provides an introduction for college-level students
of physics, chemistry, and engineering, for AP Physics students, and for general readers
interested in advances in the sciences. In volume II, Shankar explains essential concepts,
including electromagnetism, optics, and quantum mechanics. The book begins at the simplest
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level, develops the basics, and reinforces fundamentals, ensuring a solid foundation in the
principles and methods of physics.
Problems after each chapter
This book is based on the author’s lecture notes for his Introductory Newtonian Mechanics
course at the Hellenic Naval Academy. In order to familiarize students with the use of several
basic mathematical tools, such as vectors, differential operators and differential equations, it
first presents the elements of vector analysis that are needed in the subsequent chapters.
Further, the Mathematical Supplement at the end of the book offers a brief introduction to the
concepts of differential calculus mentioned. The main text is divided into three parts, the first of
which presents the mechanics of a single particle from both the kinetic and the dynamical
perspectives. The second part then focuses on the mechanics of more complex structures,
such as systems of particles, rigid bodies and ideal fluids, while the third part consists of 60
fully solved problems. Though chiefly intended as a primary text for freshman-level physics
courses, the book can also be used as a supplemental (tutorial) resource for introductory
courses on classical mechanics for physicists and engineers
This introduction to classical mechanics and thermodynamics provides an accessible and clear
treatment of the fundamentals. Starting with particle mechanics and an early introduction to
special relativity this textbooks enables the reader to understand the basics in mechanics. The
text is written from the experimental physics point of view, giving numerous real life examples
and applications of classical mechanics in technology. This highly motivating presentation
deepens the knowledge in a very accessible way. The second part of the text gives a concise
introduction to rotational motion, an expansion to rigid bodies, fluids and gases. Finally, an
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extensive chapter on thermodynamics and a short introduction to nonlinear dynamics with
some instructive examples intensify the knowledge of more advanced topics. Numerous
problems with detailed solutions are perfect for self study.
Intended for advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students, this text is based on
the highly successful course given by Walter Greiner at the University of Frankfurt, Germany.
The two volumes on classical mechanics provide not only a complete survey of the topic but
also an enormous number of worked examples and problems to show students clearly how to
apply the abstract principles to realistic problems.
This second edition is ideal for classical mechanics courses for first- and second-year
undergraduates with foundation skills in mathematics.
This book contains the exercises from the classical mechanics text Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian Mechanics, together with their complete solutions. It is intended primarily for
instructors who are using Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Mechanics in their course, but it may
also be used, together with that text, by those who are studying mechanics on their own.

New edition of a classic textbook, introducing students to electricity and magnetism,
featuring SI units and additional examples and problems.
High-Velocity Impact Phenomena covers a wide range of pertinent topics dealing with
impact phenomena. The book discusses hypervelocity accelerators; stress wave
propagation in solids; and the theory of impact. The text also describes the application
of the theory of impact on thin targets and shields and correlation with experiment; the
numerical evaluation of hypervelocity impact phenomena; and analytical studies of
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impact-generated shock propagation. The equation of state of solids from shock wave
studies; metallurgical observations and energy partitioning; and engineering
considerations in hypervelocity impact are also encompassed. Design engineers will
find the book invaluable.
The multiverse is a concept that acknowledges the existence of a multiplicity of worlds
or universes. The designs of these universes do not have to be the same as our
universe, but we have no clear view of what the "other" designs might be. It is
suspected that they can obey different laws of physics and different constants of
physics, which further implies different chemistry, biology, and life. Some say that the
universes within the multiverse allow for different mathematics or even for different
metamathematical logic. This book discusses most of the above aspects of the
multiverse concept starting with the philosophy, through all the mathematical and
physical subtleties, finally exploring the origin of life and consciousness. This book
provides a satisfying intellectual exploration of front-edge advances in contemporary
cosmology.
This updated and enlarged new edition presents a comprehensive and dedicated
overview of the fundamentals and modern applications of coherent optics. Starting with
the basic principles of coherence, the authors give detailed insights into the theory and
applications of interferometry, holography, Fourier optics, and nonlinear optical
phenomena. Especially, the chapters on current topics in nonlinear optics provide an
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understanding of modern implementations. Numerous examples and exercises with
complete solutions help the readers to deepen their knowledge. This completely revised
edition is intended for advanced students and active scientists working in this field.
This is the second edition of a well-received book. It provides an up-to-date, concise
review of essential topics in the physics of matter, from atoms and molecules to solids,
including elements of statistical mechanics. It features over 160 completely revised and
enhanced figures illustrating the main physical concepts and the fundamental
experimental facts, and discusses selected experiments, mainly in spectroscopy and
thermodynamics, within the general framework of the adiabatic separation of the
motions of electrons and nuclei. The book focuses on what can be described in terms
of independent-particle models, providing the mathematical derivations in sufficient
detail for readers to grasp the relevant physics involved. The final section offers a
glimpse of more advanced topics, including magnetism and superconductivity, sparking
readers' curiosity to further explore the latest developments in the physics of matter. .
9/11 and its aftermath have shown that our ideas about what constitutes sovereign
power lag dangerously behind the burgeoning claims to rights and recognition within
and across national boundaries. New configurations of sovereignty are at the heart of
political and cultural transformations globally. Sovereign Bodies shifts the debate on
sovereign power away from territoriality and external recognition of state power, toward
the shaping of sovereign power through the exercise of violence over human bodies
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and populations. In this volume, sovereign power, whether exercised by a nation-state
or by a local despotic power or community, is understood and scrutinized as something
tentative and unstable whose efficacy depends less on formal rules than on repeated
acts of violence. Following the editors' introduction are fourteen essays by leading
scholars from around the globe that analyze cultural meanings of sovereign power and
violence, as well as practices of citizenship and belonging--in South Africa, Peru, India,
Mexico, Cyprus, Norway, and also among transnational Chinese and Indian
populations. Sovereign Bodies enriches our understanding of power and sovereignty in
the postcolonial world and in "the West" while opening new conceptual fields in the
anthropology of politics. The contributors are Ana María Alonso, Lars Buur, Partha
Chatterjee, Jean Comaroff and John L. Comaroff, Oivind Fuglerud, Thomas Blom
Hansen, Barry Hindess, Steffen Jensen, Achille Mbembe, Aihwa Ong, Finn Stepputat,
Simon Turner, Peter van der Veer, and Yael Navaro-Yashin.
Covering the theory of computation, information and communications, the physical
aspects of computation, and the physical limits of computers, this text is based on the
notes taken by one of its editors, Tony Hey, on a lecture course on computation given b
This open access textbook takes the reader step-by-step through the concepts of
mechanics in a clear and detailed manner. Mechanics is considered to be the core of
physics, where a deep understanding of the concepts is essential in understanding all
branches of physics. Many proofs and examples are included to help the reader grasp
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the fundamentals fully, paving the way to deal with more advanced topics. After solving
all of the examples, the reader will have gained a solid foundation in mechanics and the
skills to apply the concepts in a variety of situations. The book is useful for
undergraduate students majoring in physics and other science and engineering
disciplines. It can also be used as a reference for more advanced levels.
Approaches the subject of physics from a contemporary viewpoint, integrating the
Newtonian, relativistic and quantum description of nature. The text covers all the
traditional topics of physics with greater emphasis on the conservation laws, the
concepts of field and waves and the atomic view of matter.
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